In this paper a coarse-grain execution model for evolutionary algorithms is proposed and used for solving numerical and combinatorial optimization problems. This model does not use migration as the solution dispersion mechanism, in its place a more efficient population-merging mechanism is used that dynamically reduces the population size as well as the total number of parallel evolving populations. Even more relevant is the fact that the proposed model incorporates an entropy measure to determine how to merge the populations such that no valuable information is lost during the evolutionary process. Extensive experimentation, using genetic algorithms over a well-known set of classical problems, shows the proposed model to be faster and more accurate than the traditional one.
Introduction
Nowadays several evolutionary algorithms (EAs) have been successfully applied in the solution of many optimization problems, see 1, 2, 3, 4, and 5. Nevertheless, as problems become more and more complex, the execution time of these algorithms increases, making them prohibitively slow for singlecore execution. Of course, the population-based nature of evolutionary algorithms, along with the current accelerated development on multi-core hardware technologies, has turned EAs into strong candidates for parallel implementation. Besides the differences in the way each algorithm manages its own heuristic search for optimum values, all EAs share the need to evaluate the fitness of a possibly large population, as well as the need to balance their own mechanisms for global and local search (i.e exploration and exploitation) over the search-space. Thus, several parallel execution models have been proposed for virtually all types of EAs, for example, see 6, 9, 7, and 8 Parallel evolutionary algorithms (PEAs) have been classified into three groups according to their execution model, see 10: master-slave PEAs (Table 1 figure a), coarse-grain PEAs (also known as island-model PEAs) ( Table 1 figure b ) and fine-grain PEAs (also known as cellular-diffusion PEAs) (Table 1 figure c). Although the master-slave model offers a practical organization and structure for the tasks of the algorithm, it turns to be a terrible waste of the parallel capabilities of the running system. In contrast, the fine-grain model requires too much system capacity and provides no extra mechanisms for controlling the way in which the search space is to be explored and exploited. The island-model appears to be a natural balance between requirements and performance, one that allows leveraging the capabilities of the underlying parallel system and at the same time retain the ability to adjust the exploration/exploitation behavior of the EA.
In this paper, a new coarse-grain parallel execution model is introduced, which was originally inspired by the traditional island-based model but does not use migration as a solution dispersion mechanism and consequently eliminates the need to select an interconnection topology among islands. In its place a population merging mechanism is used with the option to use several different criteria for selecting island candidates to merge their populations. This option of the model provides by itself an extra control layer that adds to the exploration/exploitation capabilities of the running EA. The rest of this paper is organized as follows: in Section II related works are presented, in Section III, the proposed new model is described, detailing each of the characteristics that make it different and more versatile compared to a traditional migration-based island-model. Section IV shows a set of comparative experiments run with genetic algorithms over the same populations in a migration-based parallel model and in the proposed population-merging model. Finally, in Section V, conclusions are offered.
Related works
Every kind of EA requires multiple parameters to function properly. The correct choice for the value of each parameter provides the algorithm with the right balance of exploration and exploitation capabilities. When implemented in parallel, the resulting PEA works as a high level operational layer, thus needing its own set of parameters. It is quite clear that the larger the number of parameters that must be set for the execution of the algorithm, the greater the difficulty to find a right combination of values for them. In fact, the selection of parameters has been posed as an optimization problem itself, with multiple solution proposals as in 11, 12 and 13. The island model is no exception, as in other evolutionary algorithms, they must to set the parameters values for the mutation and crossing operators however, they must also set a series of additional parameters such as: migration rate (percentage of individuals to be migrated), the migration frequency, interconnection topology (how the islands communicate with one another), the size of the island, etc. 14, 15 .
To reduce the number of parameters that need to be set, T. Hiroyasu et al 16 propose an algorithm called DuDGA (Dual Distributed Genetic Algorithm) which defines islands with only two individuals in each of them. After the only two individuals on each island are used for a one-point crossover operation and their descendants are mutated, only the two best fitted individuals (ancestors or descendants) survive for the next generation. Unfortunately, the final result's quality, as well as the overall performance of this EA, turns out to be very poor as it still depends on a proper choice for the rest the parameters.
In 17, H. Sawai etal. describe an algorithm called PfGA (Parameter free Genetic Algorithm) in which the population size changes as a function of the fitness value of individuals. From every generation, only two parents are selected for multi-point crossover, and there is no need to setup any other parameters. Even traditional genetic algorithm's parameters like crossover and mutation rates are not needed, since the selection strategy always keeps a small population and a high performance. Although the PfGA itself requires no parameters, the parallel execution layer does and in fact, in 18 it is shown that migration plays an essential role as a tool to improve global search, yet the authors clearly showed that the optimal migration model is different for each problem.
The same type of reduced population (two individuals) is used in 19, where authors introduce an algorithm called VIGA (Variant Island Genetic Algorithm). This algorithm works with a dynamic number of islands and explicit mechanisms called resize, copy and create operations to incrementally take advantage of the convergence status of the search process. Although experimental results show VIGA to be computationally efficient, it relies on global fitness information, which implies high communication overhead when implemented as a distributed parallel algorithm. Also, the fact that a new individual or a mutant is created with low probability means that the parallel execution model dangerously decreases the variance of the population and increases the risk of premature convergence.
Parallel execution models have been proposed for many kinds of EAs other than genetic algorithms. In 20, for example, de la Ossa etal., describe a family of island-based EDAs (Estimation of Distribution Algorithms) and use them to solve numerical optimization problems. The authors select star and ring topologies to experiment with and add a new level of information exchange between islands when using both individual and model migration. Also in 21, the authors propose five types of adaptive parallel PSO algorithms that employed the dynamic exchange of control parameters between multiple swarms-I. The results of this work show that the systems transition appropriately between global and local solution search phases, which means that efficient searches that do not stall at locally optimum solutions are possible.
During the last years, the parallel island model has been successfully used, showing its robustness and applicability in different problems and areas of knowledge such as: Unequal Area Facility 22 , Job Shop Scheduling 23 , Cluster Geometry Optimization 15 , Parallel Harmony Search 24 , Multi-Objective problems 25 and problems of the molecular biology domain 26 .
Another interesting application is presented in 9, Xin-Yuan Zhang etal. propose a KuhnMunkres parallel genetic algorithm (KMSPGA) to solve the set cover problem, applied to the lifetime maximization of large-scale wireless sensor networks. The proposed algorithm is designed on a divide-andconquer strategy, and the polynomial KM algorithm is adopted to splice the feasible solutions obtained in each subarea. The KMSPGA schedules the sensors into a number of disjoint complete cover sets and activates them in batch for energy conservation. The results show that it offers promising performance in terms of the convergence rate, solution quality, and success rate.
Also, in the theoretical field several studies have been carried out that have helped for example, to determine the influence of migration by applying discrete-continuous scheduling with continuous resource discretization 27 . Static and dynamic topologies have been used to determine the best method of interconnection between islands 28 . Also has been studied different schemes of parallelization and simultaneous use of CPU and GPU that maximize the speedup of these algorithms 29 . Finally in 30, the island model has been analyzed as a Markov process, which guarantees the asymptotic convergence to the optimum when certain conditions are fulfilled.
The alternative execution model proposed in this paper does not use migration nor a pre-defined connection topology among islands, so the dissemination of the solutions is not dependent on the interconnection topology selected. The migration process has been replaced by a population-merging mechanism between islands, which allows a dynamic way of handling the number of islands as well as the size of the global population. All those tunings and new elements have resulted in a dramatic reduction in the number of times the fitness function is evaluated along the development of the execution, and endows the proposed model with a better control of the way in which the search space is explored and exploited.
Merging populations
It is a well-known fact that the quality of the solution found by any EA is directly dependent on the value of its parameters. In addition, the traditional islandmodel requires the following parameters: number of populations to evolve in parallel (i.e. number of islands), size of the population on each island, interconnection topology and migration policy.
The migration operation in the island model, involves two islands, the origin island O and the destination island D; however, it is possible to select more than one island.
The migration operation is used to modify the diversity of the population of the island D, becoming an important element at the time of the exploration of the search space. The parameters involved in the migration operation are: number of individuals to migrate, frequency of migration, policy for selecting individuals from O, and finally, the policy of replacement in D. The optimal selection of these parameters remains an open problem within parallel models based on islands. However, in 31, the authors performed a large experimental study, where he showed that the optimal amount of individuals to be migrated is approximately 10% of the population every 10 generations (frequency).
The most used selection policy is to take from the island O, those individuals with the best fitness value, they will replace the worst individuals on island D. However, there are other criteria such as those mentioned in 31.
The model proposed in this research, does not make use of migration as a mechanism for preserv- ing diversity in the islands, instead of this, we merge the islands whose entropy value maximizes the diversity of the resulting island population The Population-Merging Island Model (PMIM) proposed herein slightly modifies the above parameter list and operates on the parameters shown in Table 3. It can be seen that in the PMIM the global population size monotonically decreases over the course of the heuristic search (See figures in Table  2 ). This is achieved by eliminating all the individuals that were not selected by the f population criterion after the merging process. Consequently, as the global population size decreases, so does the number of times the fitness function is evaluated and, since the total number of islands also decreases, one execution core is freed each round for the parallel system to use for other tasks. In a traditional migrationbased island-model both the global population size and the number of islands are kept constant, so the fitness function is evaluated exactly g(n i )k times, where g is the total number of generations the algorithm evolves, n i is the population size of island I i and k is the total number of islands. The use of criterion f island for selecting islands to be merged eliminates the need to setup interconnection topologies while allowing more freedom in the information exchange mechanism. If the islands selected for merging have a similar fitness variance of their populations then exploitation is promoted, but if islands with notorious population fitness variances are selected, then more exploration is induced into the heuristic search. All of the above happens independently of the EA's own mechanisms for exploration and exploitation. The PMIM model is specified as shown in Algorithm 1.
We have observed, when the population diversity is lost in an evolutionary algorithm, that the population's entropy is low, which means that the population does not provide important information for the evolutionary process. To select the islands f island to be merged (See Figure 1) , we choose those islands with lowest entropy information, and then after the merging, we preserve the best individuals (see example in Table 2 ). As can be seen in the results section, the algorithm always converges to the best solution while the number of evaluations to the fitness function decreases monotonically. To calculate the population's entropy we used the Shannon entropy equation as shown in Equation 1 .
Experimental Results
To test the performance of the PMIM the complete benchmark set of ten numerical optimization problems proposed by De Jong and extended by Mezura etal. 32 were used. The complete set of functions, along with a specification of their search interval and their known optimum value are shown in Table 4 . Each problem was solved 100 times by the same parallel genetic algorithm running separately in the traditional island-model and in the PMIM model. Each run generated exactly the same initial population for both models so that results could be fairly compared.
A total of 3000 experiments (10 functions, 100 runs and 3 algorithms), were run on an 8-core Intel Xeon system with 32 GB RAM over a 64 bits Linux operating system. In both models the evolution process for each island is run by a different core.
In the case of the traditional island-model a ring topology, as is the most common case, was used. Migration is accomplished by copying the eight best fitted individuals to other islands according to the selected interconnection topology.
For the PMIM model the f island criterion was set to randomly select two islands each time and the f population criterion always selected the best fitted two thirds of the individuals from a merged island. The rest of the parameters used for both models are shown in Table 5 .
From Table 6 it can be seen that the same algorithm, runs faster and gets closer to the global optimum on the PMIM model than on the traditional island-model. Those effects can be attributed to the smaller number of evaluations of the fitness function and the faster dispersion of solutions generated by the population merging process in contrast to the migration process. Table 13 sums up the PMIMs average percentage of improvement observed during the numerical experiments.
Statistcal analysis of experimental results
Non-parametric statistical tests have emerged as an effective, affordable, and robust way for evaluating new proposals of metaheuristic and evolutionary algorithms 33 . The validation and comparison of new algorithms often requires the definition of a comprehensive experimental framework, including a range of problems and state-of-the-art algorithms. A critical part of these comparisons lies in the statistical validation of the results, contrasting the differences between methods.
To analyze the obtained experimental results, three non-parametric statistical tests have been used. Particularly, the Friedman Classification Test and the Aligned Friedman Test were applied. In addition, the Multi-compare Holm test was used as a post-hoc procedure to find out which algorithms have worse performance than PMIM.
The Friedman Test 35 assigns a r i j ranking to the results obtained by each algorithm i, over each data set j. Each ranking is a real number 1 r i j k , where k is the total number of algorithms to compare. Rankings are assigned in an ascending way, so 1 is the best possible rank, and it gets worse as the assigned rank grows.
As Table 7 shows, the R j rankings for the PMIM, Island model, and classical Genetic Algorithm algorithms are very similar. This indicates that Island model and Genetic Algorithm have a statistically similar behavior. However, the ranking for the PMIM algorithm shows the lowest value, meaning that considerable differences exist between the performance of PMIM and the other two algorithms. −100 The Friedman test is aimed at assessing the performance of the three algorithms over the same dataset, without considering possible relations among all the test datasets. For that reason, when the number of compared algorithms is low, it shows some unusual behavior 35 . To avoid this problem, an advanced version of the Friedman test was used, the one designated as the Aligned Friedman Test.
The Aligned Friedman Test 35 estimates the difference between the performance achieved by each algorithm and the localization value. The resulting differences (aligned observations) are ordered in a comparative relative fashion. From that point, the assigned rankings have the same interpretation as in the previous case. The Aligned Friedman Test rankings for each algorithm are presented in Table 8 . Again, as can be seen in Table 8 , the Aligned Friedman Test clearly shows the existing differences between PMIM and the other algorithms (Aligned Friedman statistic (distributed according to chi-square with 2 degrees of freedom): 7.076228. P-value computed by Aligned Friedman Test: 0.02906810286).
Both, the Friedman test and the Aligned Friedman Test, are limited to detecting differences among the results obtained by each experiment. However, they fail identifying the particular differences between the best ranked algorithm (PMIM) and the other ones. A Holm analysis is then used for comparing each pair of algorithms. The confidence level for each comparison is set to 95% (p value = 0.05), which allows to ensure that algorithms are statistically different if they result in p value < 0.05. Table 9 shows the resulting p value for each set of compared algorithms. When the PMIM algorithm is compared with classical island model or random search, the resulting p value is lower than 0.05, therefore refuting the hypothesis that both algorithms have statistically similar behavior. The null hypothesis, established for the performed post-hoc study, assumes that all three compared algorithms have a statistically similar behavior. The Holm test, with α = 0.05, aims at succeeding in 95% or more of the analyzed results, having a Gaussian (normal) distribution as its point of reference. Table 9 shows that, when setting PMIM as the reference algorithm, the value obtained for both, the PMIM versus Island case (0.000139), and the PMIM versus GA case (0.000139), is significantly below the α value, so the null hypothesis must be rejected, and consequently, PMIM has a better statistical behavior.
Finally, in order to compare the quality of the solutions between PMIM and others competitors of the state of the art, we have chosen the JADE algorithm and a variant of this as a competitor. JADE was proposed in 34, that algorithm uses a combination between the island model and differential evolution as heuristic to solve problems of numerical optimization.
In Table 10 , a comparison of the quality of the solution between PMIM and JADE is shown. An important issue to take into account, is that the PMIM algorithm uses a Genetic Algorithm (GA) with binary encoding as an optimization heuristic, so the representation of the real numbers is limited to the number of bits used by GA.
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Optimal Allocation of Parking Slots
As a second use case, we have used the classic island model as well as the PMIM algorithm, to solve the optimal allocation of parking spots proposed in 36. To carry out the comparison of the results, we used the same set of data of the original work. In a simple sentence, the problem of optimal allocation of parking slots can be understood as follows: on the one hand, a set of drivers and their preferences about a desired parking place, and on the other hand a set of public parking slots; the goal is to optimally allocate the best parking slot for each driver minimizing some given cost function. In order to solve the optimal allocation of parking spots problem, it is necessary to have, on the one hand, a model of the city and, on the other hand, a simulation of this city.
The fitness function for this problem is shown in Equation 2 (minimization problem). It is composed of two parts: F 1 and F 2 . To calculate F 1 , for all cars encoded in the individual, we perform the accumulated sum of the cost δ for the shortest paths between the node where the car is at the time of the request, named sp, and the node to which the assigned slot belongs ap, as well as the cost between the node to which the desired slot ds belongs and the assigned slot. For each position i, j of the δ matrix, the shortest path between nodes i and j is calculated by using Dijkstra's algorithm. Table 11 shows the parameters used for the comparison of the algorithms. As it can be seen in Table 12 , again the PMIM algorithm has reduced the number of evaluations of the fitness function in more than 30%.
Conclusions
A new coarse-grain (parallel) execution model for evolutionary algorithms was presented. The new model, called Population Merging Island Model (PMIM) replaces migration with a population merging system as the solution dispersion mechanism used by the traditional island-model. In doing so, the PMIM model eliminates the need for choosing an interconnection topology among islands, which is one of the parameters with the greatest impact on the accuracy and performance of the evolutionary algorithm. When the population of two or more islands is merged and then reduced, the global population size decreases, as well as the number of evolving islands. The immediate effect of this is a reduction in the number of evaluations of the fitness function with the consequent decrease in execution time. Also the PMIM model offers an extra layer to help on the exploration and exploitation control capabilities of the heuristic search which results in a higher precision on the quality of the found solution.
Extensive numerical experimentation, using the benchmark function suite proposed by De Joung and a GA as the inner EA shows the PMIM model to be faster and more precise than the traditional islandmodel (see Table 13 ). 6. Future work
• As part of our future work, we are working on a new mechanism to select an effective local search method based in the evolution of different search trajectory algorithms (different to hyperheuristics). The goal is to employ the best algorithms for the subpopulation's landscape that we want to define.
• Also, we think that it is important to design a mechanism to split some populations when their entropy is high, in order to improve the exploration procedure of the algorithm.
• Test the algorithm with combinatorial problems and problems with constraints.
